Design of Electrical Vocational Education Instructional Based on Problem Orientation
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Abstract: Vocational education is different from general education in that it has a distinct "cross-border" characteristic of combining educational needs with industrial needs. The intelligent production mode has led to a major change in the demand for talents in the industry. The business community also emphasizes that enterprises do not deliberately pursue the high education of employees, but pay more attention to work experience, especially focusing on complex skills such as planning, judgment and decision-making, and analysis of complex systems. However, the traditional vocational education mode cannot effectively cultivate such ability. Research has shown that the knowledge required for work must be obtained in specific work contexts and holistic work processes, and classroom teaching in vocational education should be "situational oriented" and "scientific oriented". At present, research both domestically and internationally has paid less attention to the specific classroom design of vocational education. This article proposes a problem oriented instructional design method for the talent needs of intelligent enterprises, and applies it specifically to the instructional design of vocational education for primary electricians. The actual teaching design for one class hour is used as an example to demonstrate the specific application of this method. It has been proven that this method can effectively achieve the established vocational education goals, vividly mobilize learning enthusiasm, and have a solid grasp and memory of knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Vocational education is different from general education in that it has a distinct "cross-border" characteristic of combining educational needs with industrial needs. Traditional vocational education aims to cultivate industrial workers and technical talents for traditional enterprises and under the background of the intelligent industrial revolution, the demand for talent in enterprises has also undergone profound changes [1]. Serving the needs of economic and social development and full employment, aligning with technological development trends and market demand, is the logical starting point for establishing China's deepening vocational education reform.

Literature suggests that traditional enterprises typically require three types of talents, namely engineering talents, technical talents, and skilled talents [2]. Engineering talents are engaged in product design, planning, and decision-making work, technical talents are engaged in process design or equipment maintenance work on the front line of production, and skilled talents are directly engaged in equipment operation on the front line of production. The division of talent cultivation levels in traditional vocational education is precisely based on this talent classification theory. Reference points out that in an intelligent production system, enterprises need composite talents that integrate the three types mentioned above [3]. Foreign studies also believe that the intelligent production mode replaces the traditional fine job division with flexible, holistic, problem-solving oriented comprehensive tasks [4]. The business community also emphasizes that enterprises do not deliberately pursue the high education of employees, but pay more attention to work experience, especially focusing on complex skills such as arranging plans, judging decisions, and analyzing complex systems, while the traditional vocational education mode cannot effectively cultivate such capabilities [5].

Reference proposes a solution from the perspective of the education system [6]. A study has proposed that human
occupational cognition can only be carried out in a holistic form, and the knowledge required in work must be obtained in specific work contexts and holistic work processes, especially the subjective nature of "work process knowledge"[7]. Reference proposes that the development of vocational education curriculum should be based on the principle of "situational oriented and scientific oriented"[8]. References explore the curriculum design of vocational skills courses that combine specific scenarios. However, current research at home and abroad has paid less attention to the specific classroom design of vocational education [9, 10]. This article proposes a problem-based classroom design method for the talent needs of intelligent enterprises, and applies it specifically to the training of junior electricians. The actual teaching design for one class hour is used as an example to demonstrate the specific application of this method.

2. Analysis of Problem Oriented Classroom Design Process for Electrical Vocational Education

A problem-based vocational education classroom requires a teaching approach that focuses on solving typical practical problems. The basic principles, composition, operation and maintenance operations, as well as the main knowledge and skills of the teaching object are explained around typical practical problems and their solving processes.

2.1. Determine the Teaching Question Eye

The so-called teaching question eye is the starting point of teaching, and the typical problems raised at the beginning of teaching are analyzed and solved throughout the entire class [11]. As a typical problem in teaching, it should be a relatively serious problem that restricts the functionality of the equipment, creates a tense atmosphere at the beginning of the classroom, and firmly captures students' attention. It should also have representativeness, which should be a common problem on mainstream products of this type. Being able to solve this problem represents mastering the main knowledge of this type of equipment. It should also have authenticity, that is, it should not create a question for the purpose of imparting knowledge rigidly, or use an uncommon and unlikely problem.

2.2. Determine Teaching Ideas

The teaching approach adopts the classic three paragraph format of "what is", "why", and "how to do it". The three-stage approach can guide classroom design to form a rigorous logical loop [7, 12], but it should be noted that problem-based classroom design revolves around the analysis and resolution of typical problems, and should integrate basic concepts, main functions, mainstream products, and classification knowledge into "what is"; Integrate knowledge of the internal composition and structure of the equipment, basic working principles, and the mechanisms of typical practical problems into the 'why'; Integrate knowledge on how to select products correctly, how to handle typical practical problems, and how to prevent them during operation and maintenance into the 'how to do' approach. In addition, during the design phase, attention should also be paid to the selection of knowledge points in each paragraph, and it should be logically extended to cover all the knowledge and skill points of the specified teaching content.

2.3. Enrich Methods and Techniques

After determining the main content of the teaching, it is also necessary to pay attention to the transition of each part of the content. Usually, questions can be set between paragraphs to complete the conversion between the teaching topics of each paragraph, and the teaching content can be directed towards depth through heuristic questions. The content within the paragraph should be combined with specific teaching scenarios, using VR virtual scene reproduction, multimedia teaching assistance, 3D model disassembly, video demonstration, computer model simulation and other means to reproduce and restore the internal structure, working principle, fault mechanism, etc. of the equipment. For key concepts that affect the quality and progress of teaching, as well as key deductions that connect the past and the future, group discussions and summaries, positive and negative viewpoints analysis, experiential operations, and even flipped classrooms should be set up to enable all students to think around the teaching content.

2.4. Make Good Connections and Summaries

After determining the main content of the teaching, it is also necessary to pay attention to the transition of each part of the content. Usually, questions can be set between paragraphs to complete the conversion between the teaching topics of each paragraph, and the teaching content can be directed towards depth through heuristic questions [13]. The content within the paragraph should be combined with specific teaching scenarios, using VR virtual scene reproduction, multimedia teaching assistance, 3D model disassembly, video demonstration, computer model simulation and other means to reproduce and restore the internal structure, working principle, fault mechanism, etc. of the equipment [14]. For key concepts that affect the quality and progress of teaching, as well as key deductions that connect the past and the future, group discussions and summaries, positive and negative viewpoints analysis, experiential operations, and even flipped classrooms should be set up to enable all students to think around the teaching content.
3. An Example of Problem Oriented Vocational Education Classroom Teaching

The following article takes teaching "low-voltage circuit breakers" knowledge and skills to junior electricians as an example to analyze problem-based classroom design.

Low voltage circuit breakers are an extremely important component in low-voltage distribution systems, with simple principles, complex structures, low costs, mature manufacturing technology, and mainly replacement maintenance in case of faults. The knowledge that junior electricians need to understand and master about low voltage circuit breakers can be completed within one class hour. Most common accidents and faults related to low-voltage circuit breakers at the grassroots level can be attributed to errors in model selection and configuration settings, and the selection of low-voltage circuit breakers often leads to power outages during use.

The overall teaching approach in the classroom revolves around the analysis of accident causes and countermeasures, and three levels of problems are introduced through accident cases to deepen the knowledge and skills of the concept, principle, and selection of low-voltage circuit breakers.

The first paragraph of the lecture mainly focuses on the introduction of accident cases, and elicits the true reasons for the accident cases through inductive questioning. Multiple rounds of discussion and analysis lead to three levels of problems that need to be solved in learning low-voltage circuit breakers. Subsequently, the concept, function, and classification of low-voltage circuit breakers were introduced.

The second paragraph of the lecture mainly analyzes the composition, structure, basic principles, and working characteristics of low-voltage circuit breakers. The use of anatomical circuit breakers to demonstrate the internal structure, 3D animation simulation of the action process, and practical operation experience on stage are used to explain and experience, making the knowledge explanation interesting. The working process of using coordinate system dynamic drawing to assist in explaining the matching of upper and lower circuit breaker characteristics to achieve fault and power outage selectivity in low-voltage distribution systems.

On the basis of analyzing the causes of accident cases, the third paragraph of this class combines the research and collection of the most confusing problems of circuit breakers in the daily work of junior electricians, such as incorrect...
selection and matching. The precautions for circuit breaker selection in work are summarized into three aspects, and explained with a large number of practical examples.

In the course summary stage, a brief review of the main content of this class was conducted, and the key points were summarized as a pithy phrase, as shown in the figure. And corresponding review and preview questions were left.
4. Conclusion

Above, this article takes the 1-hour "Circuit Breaker" teaching content as an example to analyze the specific practice of problem-based classroom design for primary electrical vocational education. Through our teaching practice in recent years, it has been proven that this method can effectively achieve the established vocational education goals [15], vividly mobilize learning enthusiasm, and have a solid grasp and memory of knowledge.

Of course, there are also issues with this method, such as insufficient applicability to classroom teaching content mainly focused on non-equipment and components. The author is also continuously exploring, improving, and perfecting it. Readers are welcome to actively explore with us.
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